
Learning from Each Other

 People who research other people - archeologists, anthropologists, criminologists, 

telemarketers - like to talk about, or write about, what they interpret as the culture of long gone 

civilizations - how we operated and how we treated one another.  When you think about it, we’re 

just a civilization in waiting for someone to dig us up, or dig up our meeting notes, or uncover 

newspapers or carryout menus, you know the things that will explain who we were and how we 

functioned.

 Sorry, but I can’t wait until someone digs us up to talk about our civilization.  I want to 

talk now! Like what we should learn from life around us - for example, what makes local 

nonprofits dissolve or merge or disappear and the way it reflects on our culture.  Most agencies 

reorganize or merge to expand service area or to work more efficiently with less money.

 Recently we have seen several nonprofits in the region come together is various 

amalgamations to continue their missions.  From experience and observation I can tell you 

coming together with like groups in neighboring counties brings you in close contact with some 

very nice people.  It also takes the consolidated staff time to rinse out and coalesce. 

 The obvious challenges are center around office functions – phones, technology, 

communications, volunteers.  Do you want one phone number for each county, or one number 

for all the counties, but no number that costs clients a toll charge?  You get that cultural thing?  

Should the agency keep all office locations open or operate a phone system that makes it appear 

that way.  When you call a phone number looking for help – are you happy when the support is 

obviously off shore?  Not!  So why would a client be happy when he can only reach help by 

calling Macon county?  Are you starting to see phone culture?  A refigured agency tries to find a 

phone system that allows everyone to communicate with everyone seamlessly.

 The techno challenges are easy in this day and age, but there are some cultural 

challenges.  For example, one office and board may operate more informally than the others, 

that’s it’s culture.  One board may meet in the evening over wine and cheese, another board may 

meet in the morning over coffee and leftover Easter/Halloween/Christmas/Valentine candy.  

Blend those two cultures and what do you get? afternoon wine and chocolate - but a productive 

board! Helping staff learn to work together, or figuring out how to keep the donors and 



volunteers grounded in their county, but accepting the operational and administrative changes of 

a multi-county organization, require work and solidarity on the board.  

 Here are some cautions and no solutions.

 First, the new reconfigured agency board has the responsibility to refine the mission 

statement and vision.  That doesn’t mean that all the good work in each county will be 

abandoned.  It does mean that some programs may function well in one county but not translate 

to the rest of the organization sites.  The future challenge to the amalgamated board is to decide 

what stays, what grows and what may be reasonable to remain as a signature program in only 

one or two counties but not all.

 The second caution, plan ways to keep local donors and volunteers engaged, locally.  

Maybe a reduced staff size or operating hours, while still maintaining a local office or presence, 

or regular gatherings of a county group to help volunteers stay in touch are practical options.

 Third caution, working in a new reconfigured agency serving a larger area means road 

trips.  Board meetings and committee meetings will not always be a ten minute drive, but 

something longer in distance and time.  But prepared.  Also be on the lookout for those willing to 

make the road trips for board service or committee work.  

 My fourth caution is to donors and volunteers.  Help make it work.  If the agency is 

holding to the goals you support and working in a manner you respect, stay with them.  Reserve 

judgement and help when you can.

 As I said at the beginning, when we are dug up will our notes and strategic plans reflect 

people who were territorial or people who could figure out ways to work together?
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